Jukebox
RAVE ON –
a sound success

This product is made by Deutsche Wurlitzer GmbH, Stemwede-Levern, Germany
Jukebox
RAVE ON

Technical details

The RAVE ON plays ‘musique à la carte’. The large title and CD cover display shows 18 title cards and covers at a time.

At the touch of a button the rotating 3-sided prisms show all 50 CDs in less than 10 seconds.

No other jukebox presents its titles faster and clearly arranged. Four additional segments on the rotating prisms offer opportunity for individual advertisements or messages. With the CD Tower the RAVE ON represents latest CD jukebox technology.

Features
➔ 60 CDs, more than 1200 tracks
➔ Amplifier 2 x 55watts RMS
➔ 4-digit LED display
➔ Full CD library displayed in less than 10 seconds
➔ Title and cover of 18 CDs visible at a time
➔ Additional 4 advertising promotion panels
➔ Stereo 2-way loudspeaker system
➔ Programmable Play Stimulator
➔ Album play programmable
➔ Lock-out of individual tracks
➔ Connections for microphone, additional amplifier, external loudspeakers and output transformer

Options
➔ Amplifier, 2 x 170watts RMS
➔ CD changer for 120 CDs, pre-installed or delivered as a conversion kit
➔ Infrared remote control
➔ Microphone kit

Power supply
➔ 100 – 240volts, 50/60cps

Dimensions
➔ Height 151.0cm
➔ Width 79.6cm
➔ Depth 62.2cm
➔ Weight 137kg

Illuminated selection buttons and coin insertion
Programmable CD changer for 60 CDs
Optional: Infrared remote control with selection buttons
Optional: Microphone kit
Optional: Note acceptor
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